Approval of Minutes of January 2016 Meeting

Voting Summary
1) The vote to reduce Cape Fear Community College membership on the alliance from three members to one member is tabled until July when CFCC is in attendance.
2) The Parking Subcommittee is established.
3) Dixon Acres Drive represented was placed back onto the alliance, Neal Shulman will be the representative.

Reports

UNCW: Stephanie Ganser
Addressing neighbors’ concerns from phone calls and emails. Shared information about bulk trash pickup with students who are moving out.

City of Wilmington: Steve Harrell, not present, Williane Carr was present. Discussed code and zoning concerns with Joe Garnett.

UNCW: Lt. DeNoia, University Police
Up slightly in bike larceny, other larceny is down 50%, alcohol is down, arrest and referrals are down, drugs are down, drug arrests and referrals are down as well.

UNCW: Dan McCord and Colton Freund
SGA encouraging good neighbor policies, making a committee in SGA to formalize it, called External Committee, it will ensure efforts are continuing throughout year, requiring members to log community service hours, getting involved in voting and making residents more aware of the fact they are a visitor and need to be respectful. Greek Life discussed competitive fundraising, cleaned up trash, four street sweeps a year, remind members to be mindful to call in trash.

UNCW: Andrea Weaver, Office of University Relations
Students are Azalea Festival Parade- 9:30-11:30 Saturday Commencement May 6 and May 7- be ready for traffic and July (second Monday)- Siren test

CFCC: Rob McGee, Dean of Students Affair, not present

CFCC: Dan Wilcox, Campus Police Chief, not present

CFCC: Patrick Pitman, Interim VP for Student Services, not present

City of Wilmington: Lt. John Musacchio
Noise Calls: overall down, District Five: down in March, District Six: down in February

City of Wilmington: Joe Garnett
4805 Party over the weekend, glass and debris from hitting the trash can. Realized owner had not been advised and the owner took action. Towards end of semester, he will be more actively involved to make sure trash is picked up.

Alcohol Law Enforcement: DJ Hales, not present

Wilmington Apartment Association: Miranda Rutledge, not present

Wilmington Board of Realtors: Patrice Willets, not present

Wilmington Neighborhood Residents
Dr. Murray Seidel and Elvan Thorup (absent)
Seidel: spring was quieter, thankful for what UNCW, students, and police has been doing/ concerns with beer kegs and knows who it is and encourages police to revoke license
Thanked Stephanie and is overall happy with the efforts being put forward

Bill Kerls
Pick up should be done on a dirt road, Carleton Place, One case with noise and owner was very responsive and ended it

Roger Ryan
Volunteered for Parking Subcommittee

Public Comments
Neil Shulman: concerned with road blockage in concerns with safety because the roads are being blocked by cars. Wants UNCW police to assist with parking because city police do not have the resources. Need tougher enforcement and UNCW police help.

John: dealt with the issue of not ticketing some of the cars because of lack of resources
Strongly suggests that the community and UNCW need to work together to fix the problem
He has been dealing with the problem by calling the property owners, and finding this strategy to be successful. South College and Randall also has issues with students crossing the road incorrectly at night

Sister Rose: intersection between College Drive and Racing Drive
Problem is the pedestrian (skaters, bikers, long boarders, drivers) problems with ear buds being in and distracting drivers. Wants solution to this before a serious accidents happen. Encourages more education to students about the dangers of crossing streets and using ear buds near the road.

Jane: collation is doing surveys to see if stores are checking for IDs and provide that information back to the appropriate channels. Seen stores increase in ID checks as result. Looking for students to look for possible people to test stores.
Looking for local landlord to keep students/residents from drinking in the lease.

Roger Ryan: College Acre Elementary School is getting a new school and demolition starts in the summer, school is going to change that road and change the complexion of the road